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Karen Fischer & Deja Vom Eichenluft (Eddie)
NEW TD!

TRACKING REPORT
by Cricket Zink
Friday, April 6 – Black Horse Tavern
Judges’ Dinner – Yum, yum. Good Food, Good Friends, Good Time – What else can I say?
Mary Savage did a good job.

Saturday, April 7 – Plot Day
Weather conditions great for tracking. Cool, light breeze blowing, and slight moisture in the air.
You drive to the reserve watching for wildlife, and the dawn is breaking. Should be a good day.
You see the tracking sign for the turns on the road. Looks like Karen Fisher was the first one up
and out and about.
The park ranger opened the gate around 7:45 a.m. We all drive to Cottonwood Shelter and start
to set up. People are greeting club members and fellow trackers who showed up to help. The
judges said they would be here at 8:00 a.m. They took a small tour of the park before the judges’
dinner and liked what they saw. Sue Evans and Dyanne Johnson set up the coffee and breakfast.
Things are better with these two dynamos around.
We are now waiting for the judges. It is 8:30 and no judges. When the judges do find us they said
that they had been waiting at the Nature Center. (Is this an omen?)
The judges were driven around Germantown Reserve. “We had a TDX in this field last year.
This is a TD field.” Then the snag! “We will start by laying the TD’s.” They told us that they would
start with TDX’s! A change of plans!!!!! The TDX tracklayers were at the shelter waiting to lay
tracks. TD tracklayer were not to come until noon! We called the TD layers and asked – “Where
are you? Can you come now?” Patti Steele-Scott dropped things and came. Lynn Luikart, driving
to Cincinnati, turned her car around and came. Like the good people they are – they dropped
everything and came when called. Need to call headquarters. Have the flags driven down to this
field. Where is the list of cell phone numbers? Call headquarters! No answer. Call another
number. No answer. Remind people to charge their phone and keep the phones with them.
Some of the numbers were home numbers not cell phones. Is this Tracking Test DOOMED?
The TD tracks were finally plotted. Back to the shelter for the custom and perfectly made lunches.
The TDX’s were plotted after lunch. Three were plotted, and the fourth field the judges did not like.
So we went around the park and used a field that the club has not used before. It is now around
5:00 p.m. Long day, and the wind has been blowing all day. Wind-burned face and lips. Must
remember to bring lotion tomorrow.

Sunday, April 8 – Test Day
Overcast day with moisture in the air. Could be a good day for tracking. The gate was opened
early for entrance to the park. Nervous exhibitors in the parking lot. Laughing and walking dogs.
Important things first. Where is the coffee, and what do we have to eat? Our exhibitors came from
Ohio, Kentucky, and Illinois. Sue Young did the Easter eggs for the draw of tracks. The first TD
track failed. Now the moment of truth. Dayton Dog Training’s own KAREN FISCHER and Deja
Vom Eichenluft (Eddie) ran track 2. Eddie put her nose down and never stopped. She worked
the track and pulled Karen to the end for the first pass of the day. WAY TO GO!!! The third dog
failed the TD. Our second pass of the day was Billie French, Lexington, Kentucky, with a Cardigan
Welsh Corgi.
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TDX numbers one and two failed to complete the track. TDX three passed: Kelly Smolen from
Hoffman Estates, Illinois, with a Labrador Retriever. TDX four failed. We returned to the shelter
house for the barbeque chicken sandwiches and other side dishes that Sue and Dyanne had for
the crew.
We wish to thank everyone that worked. We couldn’t do it without you!!!
If you haven’t been to a tracking test, you have missed the true camaraderie that is among dog
friends. We all root for each other and exchange helpful training hints. There is no first place, no
high in test, just a pass or fail situation. Therefore, we are not in completion with each other. And
you missed the great food that Dayton is known for.

Darlene Rak’s Emma at the American Mantrailing & Police Work Dog
Association (AMPWDA) Seminar She had just found her victim in the
woods but could not figure out how to get to her so she just went over the
fallen trees!! Good Girl Emma!

AKC DELEGATE REPORT
by Barbara Mann
The AKC continues to struggle with financial ills as registrations, which have traditionally been
the main source of income, have dropped. The decline seems to have leveled off some, but it
is clear that the organization cannot count on this income stream in the same way as in the
past. There have been some major efforts to cut expenses by eliminating positions and using
more electronic communications to trim mailing expenses. As you probably know, the AKC
Gazette is no longer a paper publication, but has gone strictly on line. The market for the
magazine has always been small, which has limited its appeal to advertisers and the funding
they provide.
The biggest news that directly affects the Dayton Dog Training Club is the changes in Rally.
As of April 4, there will be quite a few new signs, especially in Advanced and Excellent,
and some changes in how judges are expected to score specific errors. Elaine Stoermer
has done a great job of helping our Rally students and competitors keep up with the changes
and prepare them for the expanded alternatives. The AKC has created a few videos to
illustrate some of the more complicated new exercises. These can be found on the AKC
website at http://www.akc.org/events/rally/video.cfm.
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MEMBER BRAGS & ACCOMPLISHMENTS
by Suzy Lundy
Ann Booten—My Australian "Jack" received his MX degree at DDTC’s January trial. He also
Double-Q’d two out of the three days.
Wende Call—I am very proud of my dearest Doberman, “Fiesty,” going 10 for 10 Q’s at the CPE
Brag agility trial. Eight 1st placements and two 2nd (mom’s fault). A PERFECT WEEKEND!!
Pinkus, my 14-month-old Doberman, took two RWB for majors in IN with me owner handling.

Star (Suzy Lundy)

Trish Clute—Molly and I went to the Gem City trials, where I
worked the gate for several classes and ran her for her debut
runs. Her jumper runs were not too good as she was too
excited, barked at me, and went where she wanted to go. But,
I was able to get her back and finish the courses. Her standard
run on Saturday was good, and we ALMOST qualified, except
that she dropped a bar on the final double. It was my fault as I
stopped before she had landed, and I did not realize that she
had eyes in the back of her head (I was at least 10 feet behind
her). She turned toward me and dropped the bar. BAD HANDLER!! Her Standard run on Sunday was wonderful. She ran
clean, 24 seconds under course time for a second place!! Now
we really work on the start line stays (AGAIN). Sunday she
broke, but the dog walk was the second obstacle. So, it was
obvious where to go next, and I was able to catch up and
regain control thanks to good contacts. My goal had been to
qualify one of the four runs, and we did that. So I was pleased.

Mary Jo Debrosse and Cody completed their OTCH at the
Hamilton trial with a score of 198 and a first-place finish in
Utility earning them High In Trial.
Sara Deem—Mickey ran his first AKC trial this weekend at
the MVSSC Agility Trial. He had Five Q’s: a Double Q on
Saturday and a Triple Q on Sunday! He scored two 1st
places (one in JWW, one in Standard), one 2nd place in standard, one 3rd place, and qualified in Time To Beat. While
there was a lot of beginner’s luck, it was primarily due to the
patient training of Rob and Kandy, Mina and Sherri.
His DDTC Training started in Obedience with Darlene and
Judy Collopy coaching Mark and Mickey to start the training
process, and Elaine who coached him in Rally. Thanks to
all of you for making it a weekend to remember for my most Jack (Ann Booten)
special rescue dog ever!
Anita Eisthan—Aspen qualified in Open B and Utility B in Nashville, TN, all 3 days of the NOI qualifier and was 7th overall in points accumulated over the 3 days. Bonnie qualified in Utility A at the
Hamilton Dog Training Club on February 18 with a first place and score of 193.
Connie Fields—Just received notice that Cameron (Pokatalica's Malen Pogo Pas, CD AX AXJ)
made the national Dalmatian Top Ten rankings for agility. He was 3rd in Open Standard, 4th in
Open Jumpers and 10th in Excellent Standard. Just think what we could have done if I had run
faster <grin>.
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Rhonda Holzhauer—Elijah fininshed his Open Jumpers Preferred title, which also gave him a VCD2 title (CDX, OAP, OJP,
TD). We are finally starting to click as a team, still have a ways
to go :)
Sandy Kistler—I had no intention of bragging on Penny after
this weekend’s trial. She was perfect, with 2 more QQ by the
way. But, I have to brag for Layla and Ken. On Saturday, after
her Standard run, we packed the girls up and drove home with
Ken, as usual, upset he didn't Q with her. The results were
e-mailed: he did, in fact, Q with her on Saturday in standard. As
Ken says, “that was a gimme,” but he did so with a big smile on
his face! One more leg and he will have that crazy beautiful girl
into Excellent. They did, however, get two perfect runs in Open
JWW, which did get her title. Penny and I did in fact,
finally get her PAX title. She had to bewaiting to do this in front
of a home crowd. Phew, that's done!!!!

Nitro (Brittany Wical)

Lynn Luikart—Koira and Classic Dalmatians are excited to announce that 6 liver puppies--5 girls
(1 patch) and 1 boy--were whelped April 16 from a frozen semen litter. Parents are BISS CH Classic
All That Jazz (Teddy) and CH Koira Consider It Magic BN RN NA NAJ OF CC (Mystic). Puppies are
doing fine, and Mom is recovering from an emergency C-section. Updates and pictures can be seen
at http://koiradals.blogspot.com/.
Suzy Lundy—I must Brag on Fifi. I feel as though we might own her, but she is a DDTC Dog. The
support from the club is phenomenal. She has been #1 all breeds for several weeks this year. Suzy
and Star the Doberman earned their CD. They are now working on heeling with paws on the
ground.
Karol Paulus earned High Combined at Hamilton. Karol and Tudu took 2nd at Muncie with a 195 in
Utility B!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! Karol and Bonecco had a great weekend at the Harrisburg, PA, Regional. Necco
was Reserve Winners Dog at the Specialty on Saturday. He won Best of Winners and Best Senior
Puppy in Sweepstakes on Sunday.
Brittany Wical—Nitro got his first 2 Q's this weekend!!! ....all of you who know my big-turbo-monster
know what a feat this was! :)!!! Thanks especially to Kandy and Rob and all of our other teachers
who got myself and Nitro started in this fun sport, Sheri, Ken & Mina!
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THE DDTC EXPERIENCE
by Corky Andrews
DDTC is a place where families bring their dogs to learn how to train
and establish a positive relationship with their pets. Often the entire
family comes along. We take pride in the positive atmosphere that we
provide. Therefore, we need to be sure when we are communicating
with a dog and its handler, that we are using appropriate methods and
language, and avoiding the use of foul language. Most of the people
who come to us do so because one of our students has told them
what a good experience he/she has had. A big thank you goes to
all the instructors and club members who interact with the students
to provide them with a positive experience. Thanks to you DDTC
continues to grow.

BUILDING PROCEDURES
by Darlene Rak
It is very important that all club members who use the building do their best to help us keep costs
down. Please when you use the building always do the following:
 Turn on only the lights you absolutely need and turn them off immediately when you are

finished.
 Turn the thermostat up for heat or on/down for air conditioning only when necessary and

only as it is listed on the actual controller. The building will not heat up or cool down any
quicker if you set the temperature to an extreme. Always remember to set the thermostats
back to their required position when you leave.
 Please make sure that all exit doors are locked and LATCHED. Sometimes the puppy

room door appears closed when it is not. Make sure to check it before you leave.
 If you use the copier, please make sure that it is turned off, that the lights are also turned

off, and that the office door is closed and locked when you are done.
 Please never leave food or treats in the building, not even overnight. We have mice and

will have even more if they find they have a dependable food source available, especially
once winter is upon us.
 Finally – there is a sign-in sheet next to the door as you enter the building. Above it, the

rules are listed for who pays when they use the building. We expect every club member
who does not have key privileges and every guest to pay the appropriate fee whenever
they come to train at our facility.
Thank you for your adherence to these requests. Together we can make a difference in the income
and expenses of the club each month.
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VOLUNTEER OPPORTUNITIES
by Barbara Bateson
There are many ways for DDTC members to fulfill their obligations to the club by volunteering. Here
are just a few. Please don’t let inexperience keep you from any of these exciting opportunities. Club
members are ALWAYS willing and able to give you pointers and help you get started! Every club
member was once a NEW member too.
Obedience and Rally Trials – the club holds three trials a year at the DDTC building, in January,
July and October. You can help with set up of the rings before the trial; help as stewards (assistants
in the rings) during the trial; tear down and clean up after the trial; help at the hospitality table or tent
during the trial; bring food items for sale at the event; or donate items for raffle prizes. Contact Sue
Young for July’s Obedience Trial steward needs; KC Artley is trial secretary; Sue Wallace is chairperson; Elaine Stoermer is the contact for Rally; Mina Knox for hospitality and raffle. October trial
secretary is Cricket Zink. Cindy Cozad-Rudinger is chief ring steward for the January 2013 trial.
Agility Trials – the club holds a trial in July at the club building, and two other trials in January and
October at off-site locations. You can help with set up of rings and obstacles before the trial; help as
steward or ring assistants during the trial; tear down, pack up, clean the equipment after the trial;
help at the hospitality table or tent; bring food items for sale at the event; donate items for raffle
prizes. There is always a Monday evening “clean the equipment” at the club building after a trial that
requires club volunteers also. Contact Ken Kistler for equipment issues and needs, Sara Deem for
ring stewards, or Mina Knox for hospitality and raffle.
Show-N-Go – There is already a set schedule for 2012’s obedience/rally show-n-go’s. You can help
by collecting money for runs at the door; being a steward in the ring; helping with set up of the rings;
tear down after the event; provide food items during the show-n-go. Contact Elaine Stoermer.
Tracking Test – The club holds a Tracking Test once a year in April. You can help by being a “track
layer,” bringing food items for the trial, or helping at the hospitality table. Contact Cricket Zink or
Joanne Blewett.
Demonstrations – You can participate by bringing your dog to show off his/her skills in Obedience,
Agility, or Rally. There is no established schedule, as requests for demonstrations can arise without
much notice. Demonstrations take place at nursing homes, schools, Wright-Patterson Air Force
Base, fairs, and other gatherings. Contact Cathy Arnold.
Teaching or Assisting in classes – You’ve all taken classes with your dog(s), so you already know
what goes on in a class. You can volunteer to be an assistant in any obedience or rally class, and
learn as you go. Ask the instructor what would be the best way to help out. Assistants are always
needed, and you can assist as often as you like. Contact: Darlene Rak. Agility instructors are in
need as well. Contact Sherri Heizer.
Seminars – Several times a year, the DDTC building hosts seminars put on by professionals in the
dog training world. Various chairpersons would be the contacts. You can volunteer at these events
by helping with set up or clean up, or by providing refreshments.
Cleaning – You can volunteer for the regularly scheduled floor and building cleaning, or helping with
the sprucing up for our special occasions – on-site Trials, Show-n-Go’s or Seminars. Contact
Roberta Shellabarger.
Party! – There is an annual Christmas and Awards Party held in December. You can volunteer by
helping clean, set up, and decorate tables. Party attendees handle the clean up afterward.
Watch for a soon-to-be-available page on the Dayton Dog Training website, listing all the ways you
can volunteer, as well as how you can contact the appropriate person to get you started.
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OBEDIENCE & RALLY DIRECTOR OF
TRAINING REPORT—SPRING 2012
by Darlene Rak
I want to begin by thanking the many members of Dayton Dog Training Club, Inc. that make our
Obedience and Rally Program one of the best around. Corky Andrews is doing an amazing job with
all of the registrations. Terry McCarty handles most of the phone calls. Richard Eppley does all the
website work. My Training Committee – Elaine Stoermer, Suzy Lundy, Sue Young, and Corky
Andrews – help with the entire program. This spring session, almost 40 of you volunteered to teach
or assist in at least one of our classes. Many of you are teaching or assisting in two classes. Thank
you all very much.
I would also like to thank the Schill family – Cathy, Caryn, Gene, & Bev. They come the last night of
every session to do our CGC and AKC STAR evaluations. That is a monumental task to do in a
couple of hours, and they do it very well.
The Spring 2012 Session began March 6, 7, & 8. It is our largest session in a long time, causing me
to have to add 4 classes. What a wonderful problem to have! We have 135 students registered. So
far, it is all going very well.
Many of you are already aware that a couple of sessions ago we added a new class called “Basic
Obedience for Agility.” It is taught by our very own Patty Steele-Scott. This class introduces the
handler to the skills needed to participate in Agility. Control issues are addressed, along with such
things as reliable stays at the start line, exercises to help the dog be more aware of his/her body
position, strong recalls, the call to hand, the dog being able to walk on either side of the handler,
targeting, and more. Prerequisite of Advanced or a skills evaluation is required. This is a great class
for anyone considering going into agility.
We will be having our Thursday night classes end by 7:25 p.m. so that the next instructor can get in
and start class on time at 7:30 p.m. A sign on the door will read, “please do not enter until 7:25 p.m.
if you are a 7:30 p.m. class student.”
If you are new to the club and think you might like to begin instructing in one of our classes please let
me know. We would love to have you. It is a great way to learn different methods of training. Plus
you earn a teaching certificate worth either $25.00 or $15.00 depending on how it is redeemed.
See you at the club!

OBEDIENCE & RALLY CLASSES start August 14, 15, & 16, for eight weeks. Cost is $25 for DDTC
members and $70 for non-members. See our website for class schedules and registration information.
AGILITY CLASSES start September 24 & 27. If you have questions about classes, ask Sherri Heizer
(sherr.terr@gmail.com or 367-3948). To register for an agility class, mail to Terry McCarty, 3658 Green
Cove Ct., Beavercreek OH 45430-1413. Cost is $25 for DDTC members and $70 for non-members.
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PASSING THE TORCH
by Dick Lundy
I would like to thank all the members of DDTC for the help and support they gave me during my two
years as president. The DDTC has come through a difficult time with the economy and economic
atmosphere in the local area somewhat depressed. The Obedience classes have taken on a new
look, and many of the new members have brought energy and enthusiasm into the program. The
Agility program has continued to be a major source of income, and members have worked very hard
to keep our equipment up to AKC standards and have new trials at our facility. The Agility trials formerly held at Circle G will be moved after finding a better facility in a good location. The Tracking
trial has moved to a new and better location--again through the hard work of many of the members.
We have tried to improve in many areas, and through hard work by many of you, it's happening.
The events that the club puts on are very important financially, and the support of club members is a
must to make this happen. I hope the club continues to work together in a positive direction and tries
to continue to improve and make it a better club for all.
Thank you again.

HOW TO JOIN DDTC YAHOO GROUP
by Sue Peterson
Send an email to ddtc-subscribe@yahoogroups.com
Include your name, Yahoo ID, email address, and date you joined the club in the request. This is the
best way to be added to the list. My sending you invites to join does not always work. It’s a Yahoo thing.

CRICKET’S CUPBOARD
HOME REMEDIES
by Cricket Zink
~ Remember that home remedies are no substitute for a veterinarian’s advice ~
With summer upon us, here are a few home remedies from the cupboard of Cricket.
Grass turning yellow where dogs urinate - A couple tablespoons of tomato juice in the dog’s diet
each day will neutralize the acidity that burns the grass.
Hot Spots - Pour Pepto Bismol on it to dry it up.
Repellent - In a spray bottle and into 16 ounces of water (preferably distilled), use 2 - 3 drops of each
essential oil: Sage, Rosemary, Citronella, Peppermint, Eucalyptus, Orange, Cedar Wood, Pine, and
Tea Tree. Shake well before each use.
Skunk recipe - Ivory liquid (several tablespoons), quart peroxide, 1/2 cup baking soda, 1 quart water.
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ANYONE WHO COLLECTS MONEY
FOR THE CLUB: PLEASE READ!
by Darlene Rak
It is imperative that all income to the DDTC be recorded accurately and
turned in to the Financial Secretary in a timely manner. The Board
of Directors has instituted the following procedures regarding any
DDTC member that receives money on behalf of the Club. If you have
questions, please talk to the Financial Secretary, Vickie Ventura.
Procedures Regarding All Income Received
The “Statement of Income Received” form shall be used by any and all club members who
take in any money from any event or activity sponsored or hosted by our club. The forms,
along with envelopes, are located under the DDTC deposit box, which is affixed to the wall in
the kitchen.
The following exclusions apply:
 If a form is already in place (i.e. the one used by our trial committee), is 8 ½ by 11
inches in size, is printed, and contains all of the information required by our standard
club form.
 If it is an event where small sums from many people are taken in such as soda
sales, candy sales, bake sales, etc. In that case only the total amount needs to be
recorded on the sheet.
The above two exclusions shall be the only two that apply. All other committee and activity
chair people are required to use the Statement of Income Received Form whenever and
wherever money is taken in. This includes, but is not limited to: Class Registration fees,
Membership and Training Privilege fees, Conformation classes, Show-n-Goes, Sales of
leashes and collars, DDTC-sponsored seminars or workshops, Christmas party ticket sales,
etc.
When all money has been collected:
 complete the “Form”
 verify that the money in the envelope is equal to the money collected listed on the
“Form”
 turn the “Form” and money in to the Financial Secretary or place it in the lock box
and notify the Financial Secretary, so that the money can be accounted for and
deposited as quickly as possible
 Do not hold on to checks/cash for an extended period of time. If an activity
encompasses more than a month (such as class registration fees or the like), or is
ongoing (such as leash and collar sales or sales for soda or snacks), money should
be recorded and turned in at least every month. All receipts need to be turned in at
the earliest possible date with the “Form” accompanying them.
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PET SYMPATHY & SUNSHINE REPORT
by Mary Savage
Summer 2012
Pet Sympathy
“Cookie” Certified Pet Therapy Dog

Border Collie

Deb Monahan

“Xena” TDX

Giant Schnauzer

Tom Rohrbacher

“Kodi”

Yorkshire Terrier

Mina Knox

“Que” - Hilltop Red Kurli-Que CD

Standard Poodle

DJ James

“Becca”

Boxer

Ken & Sandy Kistler

Sunshine
Terry, Sherrie and KC Heizer
Linda Gordon

Illness/Surgery
Darlene Rak

Deaths
Ralph Kleibecker – father of Anne Booten
Wells and Mary Behee - parents of Karyl Parks
Irene Schumann - Mother of Ron Schumann
Maurice DeBrosse – father-in-law of Mary Jo DeBrosse
Terry Heizer – husband and father of Sherri & KC Heizer
Tom Crosley

Hello everyone! Please keep up the good work on keeping me informed of Pet Sympathy &
Sunshine concerns. Everyone is doing an excellent job of letting me know about what is going on
with our club members. THANKS!! I appreciate it. Members thank me and tell me that they really
appreciate the cards and also the flowers (when we send them). The cards and flowers really do
help cheer up our club members; they add a boost to a person’s day by letting them know that we
club members really do care about them and their beloved pets. If you have a Pet Sympathy/
Sunshine concern please do NOT e-mail the Yahoo list as I’m not on there ……. you can just e-mail
me directly. Thanks!
Mary Savage
836-5280
cliff414@frontier.com (new e-mail address)
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DDTC OFFICERS AND COMMITTEES
President: Corky Andrews, 434-3822, sprig@woh.rr.com
Vice President: Dick Lundy, 513-897-7178
Treasurer: Rhonda Holzhauer, 937-382-6558, rhondaholzhauer@yahoo.com
Corresponding Secretary: Cricket Zink, 687-1271, cricketzk@gmail.com
Financial Secretary: Vickie Ventura, 694-7798, alienz1@live.com
Board: Mina Knox, 429-3941
Kate Stephenson, 409-0499, genesisbsd@yahoo.com
Darlene Rak, 306-2156, drak@woh.rr.com

Agility Director Of Training: Sherri Heizer, 454-1837, sherr.terr@gmail.com
Obedience Director Of Training: Darlene Rak, 306-2156, drak@woh.rr.com
Class Registrations:
Registrar for Agility Classes: Terry McCarty, 3658 Green Cove Ct., Beavercreek, OH, 45430-1413
Registrar for Obedience & Rally Classes: Corky Andrews, 5260 Wheaton St., Dayton, OH
45429-1950, 434-3822, sprig@woh.rr.com

Address Changes, Phone updates, E-mail Changes: Sue Peterson drdogs@woh.rr.com 890-2690
Agility Equipment Maintenance: Ken Kistler, 513-490-3844, ken_kistler@yahoo.com
Building Maintenance: Roberta Shellabarger, 426-3546
Building Rental: Elaine Stoermer, 253-3795, pwc823emstoer@aol.com
Bulletin Board: Corky Andrews, 434-3822, sprig@woh.rr.com
Calendar Coordinator: Elaine Stoermer, 253-3795, pwc823emstoer@aol.com
Delegate to the American Kennel Club: Barbara Mann, bmann4@who.rr.com
Demo Chairperson: Cathy Arnold, cathyarnold@sbcglobal.net
General Information: Terry McCarty, 293-5219 (Club Phone)
Leash & Collar Sales: Darlene Rak, Suzy Lundy, Corky Andrews, Elaine Stoermer, Sue Young
Librarian: Sara Eppley, 885-2235, reppley@woh.rr.com
New Member Applications & Training Privileges Members: Barbara Bateson, P O Box 355, Bowersville OH
45307, timbarlog@aol.com, 453-2013
Sunshine & Pet Sympathy Chairperson: Mary Savage, 836-5280, cliff414@frontier.com
Tracking Chairperson: Corky Andrews, 434-3822, sprig@woh.rr.com
Website: Richard Eppley, 885-2235, reppley@woh.rr.com
Yahoo Group: Sue Peterson, drdogs@woh.rr.com, 890-2690

Dayton Dog Training Club
www.daytondogtraining.com

